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LIKES        
Trade Likecoin (LIKES) at public cryptocurrency exchanges. Initially Likecoin (LIKES) will be 
listed on 2 exchanges. The main difference is that we choose for likecoin.cc which stands for 
COMMUNITY CURRENCY - make a better community is one of our goals. The value of Likes is 
connected to the value of Tyso Technology, developed by TYSO, Tyso Entertainment Limited, 
5051ZA Goirle, Netherlands. Website: www.Tysoworld.com & www.Likecoin.cc  

 

Do more with your money 
The value of Likecoin (LIKES) is determined by the demand for Likecoin (LIKES), as with gold 
or silver. The price can go up or down, but on average the value goes up. In 2017 the value of 
cryptocurrencies went up more than 100%. Interest on savings simply can't compete.  
 

Added value 
Added value for your money. 
With Likecoin (LIKES) you send money to each other, wire it to any bank account, pay at 
merchants and enjoy a very healthy return. 
 

Money the way you're used to... 
Store your Likecoin (LIKES) in an ERC20 compatible wallet on your mobile phone, tablet or 
computer, so you'll always carry them with you. You can pay at merchants accepting LIKES 
cryptocurrency and wire money to any bank account. This way your money is always where 
you want it to be. 

 

The best support 
You receive the best support from real users. 
The Likecoin (LIKES) community makes sure new ideas spring to life and answer questions 
from new users. Anyone can sign up for the Likecoin (LIKES) to ask questions, propose ideas 
or meet new people within the Likecoin (LIKES) community. 

 

How Likecoin (LIKES) Increase your capital 
How LIKES increase your capital. 
With every new user the value of Likecoin (LIKES) goes up. For payments or as an 
investment, you determine the way you use LIKES. 

http://www.tysoworld.com/
http://www.likecoin.cc/

